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Project Speci�cations

• bandgap reference

• maximum power consumption = 10 microwatt,

• supply voltage = 1.8 V (better if the bandgap operates from supply voltage = 1.2 V )

� For Vsupply=1.2V this implies Itotal = 10uW/1.2V = 8.7uAmpere supply current.

• Temperature range from 0 to 80 celsius

• Topology Used: Voltage Following Current Source
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1. The limiting factor of this topology over temperature is the MOSFET threshold voltage variation with temperature.

The following graph illustrates the variation of PMOS gate node, NMOS gate node and the diode reference leg voltage.

VSUPPLYMinimum
= VDIODE + VTN1 − VTP0 =∼ 0.5 + 0.110 + 0.450 = 1.06V olts

Minimum usable supply voltage occurs where the threshold voltages are maximum at low temperatures. FET TN1 reaches its minimum
VDS under this condition. This estimate depends on FET TN1 on the edge of weak inversion at if = 1 in to allow operation down to
V ds = 110mV .



2. Resistor hand calculation

Choosing:

• Ireference = 100nAmp

• ADiode−Big

ADiode−Small
= 8

In the same manner as �gure 13 of our text:
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0.179mV = 11.17

Choosing: Ireference = 100nAmp

φT ln(8)
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+ VDiode−Small

R2
= 100nA

φT ln(8)
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11.17R1
= 100nA

R1 = 967kOhm

R2 = 10.81MOhm

Picking VReference = 0.5V olts with IMirror = 100nA sets R3 = 5MOhm

These resistor values have to be �ne tuned in simulation to get more precise values that set the nominal room temperature slope to
0. In the �rst step the hand design was simulated using ideal resistors to isolate design issues. After arriving at the simulation adjusted
values the ideal resistors were replaced with serpentine resistors from the IBM 7RF library. Serpentine resistors appear to be poorly
behaved over temperature however since all resistors in this circuit work o� the same mirrored current the design still works. RN0,
RN1, RN2, RN3 should be placed near each other in the layout to maximize tracking.

3. Diode Calculations

Once IMirror = 100nAmp and VDiode−Small = 0.450V olts were chosen the diode area was dictated the current density. The simulator
was used to obtain this value.



4. Calculate the voltage variation the PMOS current mirror sees. The current and the voltage across the diode legs

must be equal to achieve the BGR function.

Current mirror requirement: In order to maintain a 10mVolt window in the output the current mirror has to match to better than
2nAmp . I will budget 1nAmp for the PMOS mirror to allow some budget for the other parts.

Drain voltage maximum temperature variation is calculated below from the VThresholdvalues simulated. This is the value that the
current mirror will see and must hold current to within 1nAmp in value between legs.

∆VTP4−DrainTemperature
= ∆VTPTemperature

= −0.375) − (−0.450) = 0.250

∆VTNTemperature
= 0.300 − 0.350 = −0.050

∆VDiodeTemperature
= 0.325 − 0.500 = −0.175

∆VTP0−DrainTemperature
= ∆VTNTemperature

+ ∆VDiode = −0.05 − 0.175 = −0.225

∆VPMOS−MirrorTemperature
= 0.250 − (−0.225) = 0.475V olts

5.Calculate the PMOS current mirror FET length

Current mirror equation

Iout−Iin
Iout

= Vout−Vin

VEarly
or ∆ID

Iout
= ∆VDRAIN

VEarly

Assume: ILEG = 100nAmp and using ∆VDRAIN = 0.475V olts from above

1nAmp
100nAmp = 0.475

VEarly

VEarly = 47.5

LPMOS = 47.5/8.7 = 5.5 ....using the value 8.7V/µM See Early Voltage determination in appendix

Use LPMOS = 6µMeter

6. PMOS Current mirror Width calculation

In order to minimize the supply voltage required all the MOSFET in the design need to operate in weak inversion. Given:

• LPMOS = 15µMeter

• ISpecific−Square = 50nA

• IDrain = 100nAmp

if = 1 is a reasonable value to attain relatively low saturation voltages. This yields:
√

1 + if + 3 = 4.4φT

Thus the width should be set to:

100nAmp
50nAmp ∗ 6µM = 12uM

It was found during simulation that this held output values in a 15mVolt window over temperature window 0 to 80 degrees and
Vsupply = 1.2 to 1.8 with the NMOS FETS sized overly large to eliminate them as a source of output spread.

7. Voltage Follower MOSFET Length

The NMOS voltage follower pair TN1 & TN2 also must act as a current mirror as their source pins are tied to equal voltage nodes.
The same voltage change is impressed upon the drains of TN1 & TN2 as was across the PMOS current mirror. Thus they must hold
their current balance. See Appendix: �What happens when voltage follower NMOS FETS are too short�.

VEarly = 47.5V olts

LNMOS = 47.5/1.5V/µM = 30µM

8.Voltage Follower MOSFET Width

The NMOSMOSFETS need to stay in saturation for the circuit to function over temperature. Use if = 1 again as with the PMOSFETS.

LNMOS = 30µM

WNMOS = ID
ISpecific−Square

∗ LNMOS = 100nA
250nA ∗ 30uM = 12uM for if = 1



Simulation: Hand Design Performance

The only values modi�ed from hand calculated values below are the resistor values and diode sizing.

Figure above: All MOSFET are set for nominal if = 1

Figure below: The following plot is over temperature range of 0 to 80 degrees C and power supply as a parameter VSUPPLY=1.0,
1.1 ....1.8Volts .

Band gap reference output voltage: from lowest curve is VSuppy = 1.0 step 0.1 to 1.8V for the highest curve



Start Up Circuit

At startup the gates of the current mirror will be close to the positive supply voltage and no current will be �owing in the current
mirror TP4/TP0. The gate of the voltage mirror TN2/TN1 will be low and cause TN3 to be o�. The gate of TN6 will be high and
turn it on causing the PMOS current mirror to be pulled low and turn on the current mirror. As this happens the gate of TN3 will go
high and turn on resulting in a low voltage on the gate of TN6 causing it to turn o� and leave the band gap reference at the desired
operating point

A transient analysis was run to verify stability and check start up time of the circuit.

Figure above: Band Gap Reference circuit + StartUp Circuit

Figure: Left: Start Up time without start up circuit - appears to be 4.2 seconds in the worse case. This occurs at Temp=0C

Figure: Right below: BGR with start up circuit. Start up time with start up circuit worst case is 2mSec.



Monte Carlo Analysis

• All components included in the Monte Carlo analysis except the startup circuit.

• N=1000

• Good news: When it works it stays within a 20mV window

• Bad news: It is broken 10% of the time with output values at about 80mV

• There are 5 occurences that are at about 500mV or above.

• Of the �intended group� µ = 0.4796V olts and σ = 0.0071V olts



Test and Evaluation Circuit

Equipment required

• Power supply: 1 to 2 volts

• Probe station with volt meter

• Temperature control



Appendix

Things to do next

• Write a spreadsheet area calculator to minimize silicon area

• Die size estimate

• Fix the issue that came up in the Monte Carlo simulation

• Process corners. These were quickly tried and discarded in favor of Monte Carlo analysis. This was because the symmetry in the
circuit only varied the output voltage characteristic over a small window while Monte Carlo ended up with some �broken� results
and was thus much more useful.



Deriving Speci�c Current Using Simulation

NMOS Speci�c Current Simulation: Gate Measurement

NMOS:Ispeci�c = ~ 0.250 uAmpere with maximum gm/Id = 27 => n=1.48: IBM 7RF process: W= 600nM L=600nM

PMOS: Ispeci�c = 35nA with max gm/Id=29: IBM 7RF Process: pfet: W=1.18u*200 L=200u



Threshold Voltage versus Temperature Characterization

Figure above: NMOS Vt versus Temperature for V s = 0 to 0.7 step 0.1

Figure above: PMOS Vt versus temperature for Vs=Vdd



PMOS Early Voltage

Figure: Early voltage simulation schematic.

• PMOS Early voltage coe�cient simulates at 8.7 Volts per uMeter.

• NMOS Early voltage coe�cient simulates at 1.5 Volts per uMeter.

There appears to be a large di�erence is PMOS and NMOS early voltage coe�cient.



How well can the design work?

Hacked together Design with to determine how well the topology can work. Uses gigantic transistors.

Parametric analysis of �rst cut of Band Gap Reference with running parameter VSupply = 1.0V to 1.8V . While this version has a
5mV window of operation I am not sure this tight window would remain after a Monte Carlo analysis.



What happens when voltage follower NMOS FETS are too narrow?

Upper left PMOS FET TP4 falls out of saturation at low temperatures. Drain source voltage falls to 50mV



What happens when voltage follower NMOS FETS are too short

When the NMOS FETs are too small they can not hold the voltage on the diode section voltages equal.

• Rising / descending drain voltage causes an increase in NMOS FET current di�erential.

• Length must be enough to provide g0 that allows 1nAmp or less change in current with the attendent change in drain voltage.


